
The trans-Mexico overland route for foreign mail came into existence after Mexico declared its inde-
pendence from Spain in 1821. Although there are contemporary references to Hawaiian mail sent
via Mexico dating back to 1825, no examples have been seen dated prior to 1835. According to Fred
Gregory’s census, covers are known for each year from 1835 to 1848, except 1837. Trans-Mexico
letters to Hawaii have been recorded from 1841 to 1846. When the United States and Mexico went to
war in 1846, U.S. naval forces blockaded Mexican ports, which disrupted the normal flow of mail.
Only six examples of trans-Mexico mail are recorded from 1847 and 1848. In 1849 the inauguration
of regular mail service across the Isthmus of Panama eliminated the need for the trans-Mexico route,
but there is no question that during the period leading up to the Mexican-American war, Mexico
played a vital role in mail communication between places in the Pacific and Atlantic regions.

The map above will help the reader visualize the key ports and inland towns on the trans-Mexico
route. On the Gulf Coast of Mexico the principal port was Vera Cruz, although one cover is
recorded that transited Tampico. On the Gulf of California the principal port was Mazatlan,
although Guaymas and San Blas were also conduits for mail.

The regular packets running between Vera Cruz, New Orleans and New York usually carried the
Hawaiian mail, but covers are recorded that entered the U.S. post office at Pensacola, Mobile,
Boston, Charlestown and Sag Harbor (late use). Most of the mail to Hawaii entered through
Honolulu, although a few covers entered at Lahaina or Hilo.

The overland segment of the route usually ran along the road between Mazatlan or San Blas and
Vera Cruz via Tepic, Guadalajara, Mexico City and Puebla (as marked on the map). An alternate
route passed through Durango, but steep mountains made travel by the “Durango Trail” extremely
arduous. The National Road through Mexico was never particularly safe or hospitable to travelers,
but the Mexican-American War made the road extremely dangerous or unpassable, even after the
war was officially ended.

Mail to and from Hawaii was handled by individuals or commercial firms that arranged to send or
receive mail bags from incoming and outgoing vessels. They would maintain accounts with patrons
so that Mexican postage charges could be paid as required. Several letters contain instructions to the
addressee on how to direct letters, and covers often bear handwritten or handstamped markings
identifying the name and location of the mail forwarder.

The Gregory census records a total of 86 trans-Mexico covers/letters, including 61 from Hawaii (east-
bound) and 25 to Hawaii (westbound). Of the 61 eastbound covers, 7 are in institutions, leaving 54
in collector hands. A larger portion of the westbound covers are in institutions — 18 of the 25 —
leaving only 7 in collector hands. The 17 examples offered in this sale are the largest congregation of
Hawaiian trans-Mexico covers ever assembled by one collector.
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